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who had enjoyed Nadir's particular favour;  they killed two of these
ministers, but spared the third.1
These deeds were followed by a scene of terrible confusion and horror
in the camp. Ahmad Khan and his 4,000 Afghans could not believe
at first that Nadir was really dead ; hastening towards the royal quarters
in order, as they thought, to protect him, they found their 'way barred
by 6,000 Qizilbash guards, who were joined soon after by another body
4,000 strong. Although greatly outnumbered, the Afghans hewecl
their way through their opponents' ranks and entered Chuki's tent.
When they saw Nadir's headless trunk lying in a pool of blood, they were
overcome with horror. After giving expression to their grief, they retired,
and, although attacked by the Qizilbash, they again fought their way
through and in due course reached Qandahar in safety ; ^on their way
they intercepted and captured a treasure convoy from Nadir's camp.8
Having hastened from Herat to Mashhad, 'AH Quli Khan felt that his
chances of securing and retaining the crown would be slender so long as
any of Nadir's sons remained alive ; he therefore dispatched a strong force
of Bakhtiaris, under a Georgian named Suhrab Khan, to take the fortress
of Kalat to which, as stated above, Nadir had sent the princes for safety.
After a siege of sixteen days, the Bakhtiaris succeeded in entering the
fortress by means of a ladder which the defenders, either through negligence
or by design, had left one night standing against the cliff.*
When the Bakhtiaris entered Kalat, Nasrullah, Imam Quli, Shahrukh
and the other princes took horse and fled in the direction of Merv, but
they were immediately pursued and were soon overtaken. Nasrullah
resisted most bravely, but he was overpowered, and he and las brothers
and nephew were then taken back to Kalat. At *Ali Quli's orders, the
unfortunate Rida Quli and fifteen of his relatives were put to death at
Kalat, and Nasrullah and Imam Quli were slaughtered after being taken
to Mashhad, while their remaining brothers (Cningiz Khan, aged three,
and Muhammad Allah Khan, who was an infant) were poisoned,*
So determined was *Ali Quli to extirpate Nadir's line that he even put
:o death those of his widows and women who were with child,* Shahnuch,
1 Barin, p. 323; this authority omits the names of the two ministers who were killed; oat
of these was probably Mirza Zakl Barin gives the name of the one who was spared as
" Mayer Kan*'; this was presumably Hasan 'All Khaa Mn'ayyiru'l-Mamilik (it is known
that he survived}.
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from a stream outside the fortress, negligently left their ladder standing agiiast the otherwise
unscaleabte cliff; Muhammad Kkzim also states (N.N,t p. 500) that they wens aegligient.
Bonn (p, 328), however, suggests treachery.
7,, p. 266.   Chingiz Khan was probably the son of Abal-Faifl'* daughter wfcom Nadbtr
had married at fiSchaa (see p, 189 above); in this ccaaiwactoo, ace «ta> Appeadix II.
Bazin, p, 329,

